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To the high achievers, dreamers, visionaries, go-getters, 

innovators, and trend-setters who understand that true 

leadership is about making unpopular decisions, going 

against the grain, and fighting for what is right. Strive to 

show humble strength, integrity, and respect for the 

position you have been given; for you have the power to 

change the world.
BRANDI  BALDWIN,  PHD



Dr. Brandi Baldwin is the CEO at Millennial 
Ventures Holdings, the parent company to a 
growing portfolio of women and minority-owned 
businesses. Prior to her role at Millennial Ventures, 
she spent over 6 years as a Business and Psychology 
professor at institutions such as Temple University, 
Harcum College, and Johns Hopkins. In 2018, she 
was invited to join the teaching team at the 
University of Pennsylvania Wharton School, where 
she currently teaches Management 
Communication.  
 
  

Professor Turned 
Entrepreneur
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Keynotes & 

Presentations 

 

Trained & 

Advised 

 

Companies 

Served 

200+ 7,000+ 100+



Leadership 
Psychologist 

After publishing her first book on 
corporate leadership, Dr. Brandi 
has become a thought-leader who 
is tapped by organizations like 
Discover, Comcast, and the 
Federal Government to share her 
unconventional insights on 
engaging the millennial workforce, 
leadership, and diversity. Dr. 
Brandi was also the 2017 
commencement speaker at 
Brightwood College where she 
shared her perspective on how to 
achieve "career freedom", a 
concept that she teaches 
professionals around the globe.



Award 
Winning 
Business 
Leader

She was appointed to Philadelphia Mayor Jim 
Kenney's Millennial Advisory Commission in 2017 
and was recently named one of Philadelphia's 
Most Influential African American's by the 
Philadelphia Tribune. In 2018, her company 
Millennial Ventures received the Small Business 
of the Year Award and the Philadelphia Business 
Journal awarded her as one of Philadelphia's 40 
Under 40.  
 
Although her formal accomplishments are 
noteworthy, Dr. Brandi says that her family keeps 
her grounded, and that her Christian faith keeps 
her humble. She believes that she was "put on 
this earth to impact, not to impress."

DOCTORBRANDI.COM
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SPEAKING/ 
EXPERTISE

Dr. Brandi receives requests to consult with 

corporations, present at conferences, and 

moderate specialty panels. Review a partial list 

of topics below. 
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Leadership

Millennial Engagement

HR Innovation

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

Workforce Development

Business Leadership

Entrepreneurship

http://www.themillennialsummit.org/
http://www.themillennialsummit.org/


PUT IN WORK/ 
BOOK

In Put in Work: Gain Respect, Influence Others, and 

Get Results as a New Leader, Dr. Brandi shares 

personal stories, her own epic fails, and to-the-point 

advice that will help any leader step their game up 

on the job. 

  

CHAPTER 1- Get Clear About Your Leadership Brand 

CHAPTER 2- Get Your Emotions in Check 

CHAPTER 3- Get Bold About Handling Conflict 

CHAPTER 4- Become a Master Communicator 

CHAPTER 5- Get Ready Organizational Politics 

CHAPTER 6- Get Ready to Put in Work 

BONUS- Leadership Implementation Guide 
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https://www.amazon.com/Put-Work-Respect-Influence-Results/dp/1523680520


Dr. Brandi provided one-on-one coaching for me a 

few months ago. I'm thrilled to say my business is 

thriving and I am so grateful to Dr. Brandi for the 

direction she provided! Our work together allowed me 

to really develop my brand, gain clarity around what I 

really wanted, and set myself apart from others.  

- Nicole Pica, Performance Coach & Author

I saw Dr. Brandi when she spoke at a  leadership 

conference. Her insights, perspective, and energy was 

magnetizing. She's smart, but was also able to make the 

content fun and engaging.  

- Jaqueline Baxter, Academic Advisor

WHAT DID 
YOU SAY? DOCTORBRANDI.COM
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COULD YOU 
REPEAT THAT? DOCTORBRANDI.COM

I attended a session that Brandi did at the NAWB FORUM event in Washington DC on Millennials in the 

workplace and loved it! Her insight and passion were captivating and helped me understand the needs of this age 

group and what their career aspirations are. As a career coach who works with many graduate students in this age 

group, I found her insights very helpful for my career coaching. I highly recommend Brandi as an expert in this field. 

-Tom Colisimo  CPPM,  Career Architect at Human Capital Partners

Dr. Rana is an incredible asset for organizations experiencing gap in leadership. Over the course of a few 

focused strategic planning sessions, with her guidance- our team was able to re-balance the scales that were tilted 

after a difficult but necessary internal re-organization method was implemented. Her techniques were effective and 

customized specifically for our unique situation. 

- Naketa Thigpen, CEO of Balance Boldly
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WORK/ 
CLIENTS
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TWITTER INSTAGRAM

@TheDoctorBrandi @TheDoctorBrandi in/TheDoctorBrandi

LINKEDIN

GET IN/ 
TOUCH

BOOKINGS

267-405-2218

EMAIL

Carrie Ellis-Berg 
cos@millennialventures.co
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